Abnormal Gs function in mitral valve prolapse dysautonomia is not associated with abnormal alpha S cDNA sequence.
We have previously shown that a subset of patients with mitral valve prolapse and hyperadrenergic symptoms has enhanced isoprenaline-stimulated beta-adrenergic receptor high-affinity state formation (supercoupling) and increased adenylyl cyclase activity due to abnormal signal transduction by the stimulatory guanine nucleotide regulatory protein (Gs). In this study we looked for an alteration of the nucleotide coding sequence of the gene for alpha s, the subunit of Gs that is directly responsible for formation of the high affinity state and adenylyl cyclase activation, by cloning and sequencing the alpha s cDNA from neutrophils of 4 symptomatic patients and 1 control. No difference was observed between patients and control in the alpha s cDNA sequence. The splice variant concentrations in the fully expressed protein were also grossly unchanged in five patients and four controls. These data show that a primary alteration of the alpha s gene coding sequence is not responsible for defective Gs-associated signal transduction in dysautonomic MVP patients, and suggest that the molecular lesion could be an abnormal posttranslational modification of alpha s, a defect in the beta or gamma subunits of Gs, or an unusual interaction between the subunits in the Gs of these patients.